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Abstract—Mobile, in-situ exploration of Europa’s rugged, icy
surface holds the potential for enabling discovery across multiple geologic units outside the exhaust-contaminated landing
zone. The spatial and compositional diversity of surface salts
and organics are of significance to our understanding Europa’s
history and biological potential. Our knowledge of Europa’s
surface properties, both topographic and mechanical, is extremely limited. Furthermore, additional data will not become
available prior to the arrival of the Europa Clipper spacecraft.
If the exploration of Europa continues to be an area of high
science-value, this work postulates that solutions to the challenges of mobility on uncertain, but likely challenging, surfaces
should be developed now.
In this paper, we discuss the development of a multi-modal
locomotion system and the results of field trials performed on
fractured, glacial ice. Work was performed using the RoboSimian rover: a 32 degree-of-freedom, actively articulated
mobility system. Three modes of mobility are compared: wheelrolling, inchworming (push-rolling) and wheel-walking. Each
mobility mode is designed to operate with articulated suspension
whereby the normal load per wheel, body orientation, and
available limb workspace are actively controlled. Each mode is
presented individually alongside a discussion of its performance
on terrain of varied slope and topographic roughness. Further,
the utility of a multi-modal approach is presented, whereby
rover immobilization was avoided during field trials through the
selection of appropriate mobility modes as a function of terrain
properties. Lastly, the results of trials performed using a bodymounted sampling system and its ability to collect and process
samples taken 10 cm beneath the surface are discussed.

Figure 1: The RoboSimian Rover during field trials on the Europa analogue Matanuska Glacier, AK. The rover 32-DoF mobility
system is capable of conforming to terrain and locomotion using
multiple mobility modes.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Exploration of Earth’s moon and Mars began with highcoverage remote sensing missions followed by closer inspection via in-situ surface operations. Over the past decade, the
scientific community has been increasingly interested in the
exploration of Ocean Worlds, resulting in the Europa Clipper
mission and Europa Lander study [1]. Given the travel
time to Europa is significantly longer than to Mars, further
measurements of Europa’s surface will not become available
between the present day and the arrival of the Europa Clipper
spacecraft (mid- to late-2020s). This paper presents steps
toward enabling mobility that is inherently robust to a broad
range of surfaces analogous to the surface of Europa.
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The major contribution of this work is the field evaluation of
a generalized mobility controller for a wheel-on-limb mobile
robot first presented in [2]. All experiments are performed
at the Europa analogue Matanuska Glacier. An energy efficiency evaluation of three mobility modes (wheel-rolling,
inchworming and wheel-walking) is performed. All three
modes are capable of actively articulated suspension, which
enables the robot’s limbs to conform to local terrain and
maintain body orientation. The three modes are compared
with simple wheel-rolling with no actively articulated suspen-
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sion. Additionally, the limits of the mobility controller are
investigated by traversing increasingly difficult terrain. An
investigation into how to recover from wheels getting stuck in
ice fissures is performed along with a study of a cross-slope
traverse that is at or just above suspension travel limits.

pushing across the terrain and working as a motion anchor
by keeping the limb end-points stationary. In Wettergreen et
al. [14], the efficacy of inchworming compared to driving
on soft-soil covered slopes is highlighted. In this work we
aim to determine if inchworming has similar performance
improvements on non-deformable or semi-deformable icy
terrain. Lastly, wheel-walking moves a single limb at a time,
maintaining wheel/ground contact during this limb motion.
After all limbs have moved, the body is moved while keeping
the limbs stationary. Wheel-walking was posed as a solution
to traversing unstructured terrain for the JPL ATHLETE rover
in [16].

On Europa, surface ice is subject to multiple regolithproducing forces: tectonics, micrometeoroid bombardment,
charged particle impacts, and possible plume ejecta deposition [3]. Although past measurements have only penetrated
the remote sensing layer (approx. ≤ 10 wavelengths), they
are in agreement with a highly porous, unconsolidated surface. Photometric and thermal inertia measurements made
by the Galileo spacecraft indicate void fractions (free space
to grains) on the leading and trailing sides on the order of
0.25 and 0.79, respectively [4]. Regolith grain sizes in the
range of 20 to several hundreds of microns have been reported
[5], and the surface thermal inertia is 5% of that expected for
solid water ice [6]. The true strength of this surface and its
topography will not be determined prior to Europa surface
operations. The Voyager and Galileo spacecraft returned
images of Europa with resolutions on the order of hundreds of
meters per pixel, with select regions having resolutions down
to six meters per pixel.

The RoboSimian robot was originally designed as a mobile
manipulation platform for the DARPA Robotics Challenge
[17]. This multi-limbed platform has since been adapted to
include four additional driven wheels making it a wheel-onlimb robot with 32 independently actuated rotary joints, with
each joint having an electro-mechanical brake. The total mass
of the platform is 120 kg.
This paper begins with a brief overview of the RoboSimian
rover in Section 2 to provide background knowledge of the
system used in the Alaska field trial experiments. Section 3
is a summary of the mobility controller used to formulate
the motion of each mobility mode in conjunction with actively articulated suspension. The three separate experiments
performed on Matanuska glacier are described in Section 4,
while results from each of the experiments are provided in
Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are detailed
in Section 6.

Terrestrial analogues for surface ice regions on Europa include pentitentes [7], regolith [4], salt evaporites [8], solid ice
[9] and chaos terrains [10]. Penitentes, which are likely only
possible within ±30◦ of the equator, may not be traversable
by any ground-based system, depending on their size and
spacing. If not sufficiently small or distributed, line of sight
would also likely become an impediment to path planning,
autonomous or otherwise. As has been experienced on Mars,
regolith presents both wheel slip and embedding challenges
to safe surface operations. Both the Mars Exploration Rovers
(MER) and Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rovers have
experienced concerning levels of slip on sandy terrains [11].
A solid ice surface with few or no regions of unconsolidated
material may be the least challenging scenario for mobility.
If the ice is heavily disrupted, however, as in the case of Europa’s well documented chaos terrains, ground-based travel
may become extremely challenging. The focus of this work is
on investigating mobility strategies on ice of increasing levels
of disruption.

2. T HE ROBO S IMIAN ROVER
A detailed discussion of the RoboSimian platform design,
developed for the DARPA Robotics Challenge, is provided
in [17], while significant modifications of the system since
the challenge are provided here. As shown in Figure 1, the
robot is comprised of four eight degree-of-freedom limbs that
may be used as manipulation or mobility elements. Each
limb joint is actively driven and affords a redundant set of
possible system configurations. By leveraging this geometric
versatility, the platform is capable of traversing terrain using
varying types of mobility modes to propel the robot along a
desired trajectory.

Given the significant terrain uncertainty, it is postulated that
a wheeled mobility system that is capable of wheeled driving
over benign terrain and combined wheeled and limbed motions over more complex terrain is needed. For the purposes
of this work the high degree-of-freedom (DoF) RoboSimian
quadruped robot, shown in Figure 1, is used. RoboSimian
belongs to a class of robots known as actively articulated
wheel-on-limb platforms that have been used in previous
work to traverse unstructured planetary analogue terrain [12],
[13], [14], [15]. Compared with conventional planetary
exploration robots such as the MSL rover, wheel-on-limb
platforms may articulate their high DoF limbs to actively
morph their shape to terrain profiles, as well as redistributing
center of mass position relative to wheel/ground contact
points.

The robot’s mass is 120 kg. The nominal footprint of the
rover is 1.5×1.5 m. Each robot limb has a serial configuration
of eigth common actuators. Each actuator has an electromechanical brake, which has to be powered to be released.
The robot is powered by a gasoline generator via a tether. In
its nominal “walk” configuration, the robot’s power draw to
power all sensors, computers and hold its weight when all
brakes are released is 600 W. The robot has two on-board
computers, the first dedicated to mobility control and the
second dedicated to perception. During typical operations the
robot is controlled via a ground control laptop over a wirless
local area network.
Mechanical design modifications made for this work include
an actively driven wheel appended to the end of each limb.
Once again, the wheel joint utilizes the same actuator used in
the rest of the limb. The wheel is made of 180 barrel springs
that have been woven together into a sheet and then formed
into a torus. Individual spike elements of Microspike snow
shoes are riveted into the springs along the wheel circumference so as to increase traction on ice. Unlike the solid non-

Three mobility modes are implemented that combine joint
articulation in different ways to achieve locomotion. These
modes are wheel-rolling,inchworming (push-rolling), and
wheel-walking. Driving is the most conventional mode
where locomotive forces are sourced only from the wheels
being actuated. During inchworming the chassis moves
continuously while the front and back limb pairs alternate
2
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(b)Inchworming
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(c)Wheel-Walking

Figure 3: Wireframe sequence diagrams of each of the four
mobility modes used to traverse Europa analogue terrain. Driving
(a) and inchworming (b) are presented from the side as the these
modes are symmetric about the direction of travel. Wheel-walking
(c) is presented from a top-down view to show how individual limbs
move at different stages of a gait. In any frame the x-axis is red, the
y-axis is green and the z-axis is blue.

The likelihood that an end-effector frame EEi reaches the
edge of the workspace shall be minimized. Lastly, the endeffector frames shall be positioned along the xz-plane of the
RCGA frame so that the limbs may be used to perform
locomotion in addition to the wheels.

Figure 2: The RoboSimian rover wheel is composed of 180
barrel springs woven together and formed into a torus. Microspikes
are riveted into the spring wheels along their circumference for
increased tractive performance. Force/torque sensors are mounted
above each wheel to detect wheel/ground contact forces. The endeffector frame EEi is the coordinate frame for limb i that is located
at the contact point between the limb’s wheel and the terrain. The
robot-centered gravity-aligned frame RCGA and the robot frame R
have their origins in the centre of the robot’s chassis. In any frame
the x-axis is red, the y-axis is green and the z-axis is blue.

The RoboSimian limbs are redundant manipulators and therefore have a mapping from end-effector workspace to joint
space that is one-to-many. To facilitate reliable motions
through a workspace, a constrained lookup table is used that
maps points within a rectangular workspace to single joint
configurations. Motion of the end-effector is constrained to a
plane that is parallel to the xz-plane of the rover frame R. The
size of the workspace used for each limb is 0.5×0.5 m. A desired end-effector trajectory is generated via two-dimensional
interpolation over the planar lookup-table.

deformable wheels used with the Mars Science Laboratory
rover Curiosity, the RoboSimian wheels are compliant and
conform to local terrain deformities. This design has been
chosen to allow for greater wheel traction and reliability in
tearing as experienced by Curiosity [18]. An image of the
RoboSimian wheel is provided in Figure 2.

This desired end-effector motion is determined as a function
of proprioceptive feedback including joint encoders, an inertial measurement unit mounted to the chassis and force/torque
sensors mounted above each wheel steering joint. The use of
only proprioceptive sensing results in a robust and relatively
simple feedback control scheme. The four control objectives
are met via a multi-objective controller architecture, with the
following control policy:

An additional design modification is the in-situ ice sampling
system shown in Figure 11. The sampler is attached to the
rear of the robot and shown in Figure 11(a). It is composed of
an actively driven ice screw that extracts an ice core. The core
is heated and melted into a collection cup, from which the
aqueous material is pumped into an on-board water analysis
device. To provide adequate ice screw offloading, the robot’s
limbs are used to lower the weight of the platform onto the
sampling system as shown in Figure 11(b).

RCGA
RCGA
v RCGA
EEi ,z =K f (f z,ref − f z,meas )+

K o (oRP ) + K ` (`err ) + K p (perr ),

3. M OBILITY C ONTROL
The mobility control scheme for RoboSimian is first introduced in [2]. It is summarized here for completeness. Coordinate frames located at various points on the RoboSimian
structure are identified to help describe the mobility control
scheme. The Rover coordinate frame, R, is located at the
centre of the robot’s chassis, while the rover-centric gravityaligned frame, RCGA, shares its origin with R and has a zaxis that is colinear with the gravity vector. The end-effector
frame EEi , where i is the associated limb number, is the
frame located at the intersection between the wheel surface
and the ground surface. Each of these frames is highlighted
in Figure 2.

(1)

where f RCGA
z,ref is a vector of the expected vertical limb endpoint forces for a static system expressed in the RCGA
frame, f RCGA
z,meas is a vector of the vertical load cell force
measurements projected into RCGA, oRP is a vector of the
limb end-point vertical deflections required to keep the roll
and pitch at their desired angles, and `err is the amount all
limb end-points have to move to maximize distance away
from suspension saturation across all limbs. Each of the error
vectors is a 4×1 vector, with each value corresponding to a
RoboSimian limb. Mathematical definitions for each of these
variables are provided in [2].

To traverse rough, unstructured terrain a mobility controller
is developed with multiple requirements. The robot shall
conform its limb configuration to keep its wheels in contact
with the terrain to maintain traction. The rover shall maintain
a desired chassis roll and pitch to comply with sensor pointing
constraints and maintain static stability on varying slopes.

The RoboSimian rover may use either its wheels or a combination of it wheels and limbs to propel itself in a desired
direction. A mobility mode is a periodic gait that combines
wheel and/or limb motion to propel the robot along a motion
vector during each gait cycle. Three such mobility modes are
3

studied in this work: wheel-rolling, inchworming, and wheelwalking. Each of these mobility modes is formulated with
respect to the mobility controller described above perr vector
during different sections of a mobility mode gait. Sketches of
each mobility mode gait are provided in Figure 3.
Wheel-Rolling
Wheel-rolling utilizes the four wheels as the primary locomotion elements. A gait cycle for this mode is somewhat ambiguous given the continuous rotation of the wheels, however
for completeness we will define a gait as a single rotation of
RoboSimian’s limb 1 wheel. The mobility controller for this
mode is a zero-vector for perr given that motion of the limbend-points relative to the RCGA frame are not being used for
locomotion.

(a)The foot of Matanuska Glacier.

Inchworming

(b)Airlift of RoboSimian.

Figure 4: All experiments were performed on glacial ice on the
relatively accessible Matanuska Glacier in Alaska. All equipment
was airlifted by a Robinson R-44 helicopter to the two sites at
different sections of the glacier.

Inchworming has two phases during a gait cycle: extension
and retraction. During extension, the stance of the robot
is expanded along the RCGA x-axis. The leading pair of
wheels are driven so that the end-effector frames translate at
twice the speed of the chassis. The trailing pair of wheels
are held stationary relative to the ground and the RCGA
frame. During extension perr will have a non-zero value for
the first and fourth limbs, while zero for the second and third
limbs. The retraction phase moves compresses the stance of
the robot along the RCGA x-axis. Now, the leading the
pair of wheels is held stationary, while the trailing wheels
drive towards the body, translating along the RCGA x-axis at
twice the x rate of the RCGA frame. During retraction perr
will have a non-zero value for the second and third limbs,
while zero for the first and fourth limbs.

4. E XPERIMENT S ETUP
The aim of the experimental component of this work was
to demonstrate the efficacy of the described wheel-on-limb
mobility modes and in-situ sampling on glacial ice, an analogue for Europa terrain. To achieve this an expedition to
Matanuska Glacier in Alaska was conducted. Matanuska is a
valley glacier that is 38 km long and 6 km wide. The expedition lasted for eight days, during which the RoboSimian mobility system was trialed on increasingly rugged and sloped
icy terrain. The rover and all support equipment needed to
operate the rover were lifted onto and off the glacier using a
Robinson R-44 helicopter, as shown in Figure 4(b).

Wheel-Walking
Wheel-walking has five gait phases. The first four phases
drive a single limb in the direction of travel, during which
the moving limb’s wheel is kept in contact with the ground.
The final fifth phase keeps all wheels stationary relative to the
ground and moves the RCGA frame forward relative to the
ground. During the first limb motion phases perr has a nonzero value for the associate limb being moved. During the
final body motion phase the perr vector has the same nonzero value for every limb and the wheel rates are held at zero
so as to move the entire body forward.

The objectives of these trials were to demonstrate whether or
not individual mobility modes can be used to traverse varying
icy terrain types, and to evaluate the energy efficiency of
individual mobility modes over the different terrain types.
Additionally, it was desired to demonstrate in-situ ice sampling and sample handling.
The trials were grouped into three experiments. In experiment
1 four separate traverse sites were selected to both demon-

Table 1: The number of trials, slope direction, total distance travelled, and mobility mode type at each traverse site.
Site

Slope

1A
1B
1B
1C
1C
1D
1D
2A
2B

Flat
Uphill
Downhill
Uphill
Downhill
Uphill
Downhill
Varied
Varied
Total

Total Trials
Total Dist. [m]

Wheel-Rolling No Active Suspension
Trials
Dist. [m]
2
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
5

Wheel-Rolling
Trials Dist. [m]

15.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.9
7.0
0.0
0.0
33.0

1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
2
10

37
331.2
4

9.4
13.8
13.4
9.5
14.0
11.5
14.4
8.6
41.8
136.3

Inchworming
Trials Dist. [m]
3
1
1
3
1
2
2
0
0
13

26.7
8.6
7.4
23.8
10.7
16.2
12.1
0.0
0.0
105.4

Wheel-Walking
Trials Dist. [m]
3
1
1
0
1
2
1
0
0
9

21.7
5.6
10.4
0.0
1.9
9.1
7.8
0.0
0.0
56.4

(a)Site 1A. A flat 0◦ incline 10 m traverse.

(a)Aerial shot of location 1.

(b)Site 1B. A flat 10◦ incline 10 m traverse.

(c)Site 1C. A rough cross-slope 10 m traverse.
(b)Aerial image of location 2.

Figure 5: The six traverse sites and single sampling site chosen to
evaluate RoboSimian’s mobility and sampling capabilities on glacial
ice. The red ellipses traverse sites were used in Experiment 1 to
evaluate the energy efficiency of the three mobility modes. Each
of these sites was between 5 and 10 m in length. The blue ellipse
traverse sites were used in Experiment 2 to investigate wheel-rolling
mobility over highly varied and longer distances. Traverse 2A was
10 m long, while traverse 2B was 20 m long. The purple sampling
site was flat terrain that was situated along a frozen over crevasse
and was where the sampling system was demonstrated.

(d)Site 1D. A flat 30-35◦ 10 m traverse.

Figure 6: The traverse sites from Experiment 1. The orange cones
mark the approximate terminal points of each of the traverses.

used to collect ice cores and melt them into a solution
that may then be analyzed. A single sampling routine was
performed at the “Sampling Site” location in Figure 5(a).
Additionally, the various stages of the sampling procedure are
shown in Figure 11.

strate the three mobility modes and evaluate their energy
efficiency. Additionally, the wheel-rolling mobility mode
with the mobility mode controller turned off was used on
traverse sites where it was deemed safe to do so. Each
traverse site is highlighted with a red ellipse in Figure 5.
During these four traverses the robot was instructed to travel
either forward or backwards relative to the xRCGA -axis. Site
1A was a flat 10 m track with a 0◦ incline that was chosen
as the simplest glacial terrain that could be encountered. Site
1B was a flat 10 m track that had a 10◦ incline. Site 1C was
a cross-slope that had a 20-30◦ slope relative to the yRCGA axis and a 10◦ slope relative to the xRCGA -axis. Site 1D was
a 5 m track that went directly up or down a 30-35◦ slope.
Each of the four traverses are presented in Figure 6.

5. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Experiment 1 - Feasibility and Energy Efficiency
The energy efficiency results for all trials in Experiment
1 are presented in Figure 7, while the mean power usage
for the robot per traverse is shown in Figure 8. From the
energy efficiency data for the Experiment 1 trials, across all
traverse sites, the order of mobility modes in terms of energy
efficiency is: (1) wheel-rolling with no active supsension,
(2) wheel-rolling with active suspension, (3) inchworming
and lastly, (4) wheel-walking. This is relatively intuitive
given that minimal slip was observed across trials 1A-1C and
wheel-rolling requires limited limb motion, and therefore less
energy, compared with inchworming and wheel-walking.

In experiment 2, traverse sites were selected to demonstrate
wheel-rolling mobility over long distances (about 20 m)
and highlight situations in which mobility mode switching
is necessary to get out of a situation where the robot gets
stuck. The two trials in experiment 2 highlight the reliability
of wheel-rolling and future improvement necessary for the
mobility controller. The sites for each of these two traverses
are shown in Figure 5(b). Table 1 summarizes the number of
trials performed and the distances traversed at each site.

For trials 1B-1D wheel-rolling has an average energy efficiency between 20 and 40 kJ/m, while wheel-walking has
an energy efficiency three to five times this. Wheel-walking
takes approximately five times longer than wheel-rolling

Experiment 3 demonstrated the use of the sampling system
5

(a)Site 2A. An approximately 20 m variable roughness ice bowl tra-

verse.

Figure 7: The mean energy efficiency measure for each of the trials
performed at each of the traverse sites. Squares indicate a traverse
on flat terrain, an upwards pointing triangle is a traverse uphill, and
a downwards pointing triangle is a traverse downhill. “NAS” means
no active suspension.

(b)Site 2B. A 10 m traverse with multiple ice fissures.

Figure 9: Each of the traverse sites from both experiments are
presented. The orange cones mark the approximate terminal
points of each of the traverses.The two traverse sites used in
Experiment 2.

inchworming. This is due to only one limb being actively
driven during the first four phases of a wheel-walking gait
motion. During these phases the static limbs have their
electro-mechanical brakes activated. This is demonstrated
by comparing the outlier wheel-walking trial on terrain 1A
that has a power cost of 1050 W with the remaining wheelwalking trials. In this trial every limb was kept energized
during all gait phases.

given that wheel-walking requires five gait phases to move the
same distance required for the single wheel-rolling gait phase.
Inchworming was on average 1.5 times the energy efficiency
of wheel-rolling. This is due to the increased amount of limb
motion required in extending and retracting limbs each gait
cycle.

In trial 1D excessive slip prevented forward progression of the
robot during the 35◦ sections of the uphill wheel-rolling trials
(with active suspension both activated and not activated).
Slip was also observed during the inchworming and wheelwalking trials, however forward progression up the 35◦ slope
was still made. This qualitative result indicates that the
limbed mobility modes are feasible on excessive inclines
equal to 35◦ , when wheel-rolling is not. The energy efficiency
results from traverse site 1D indicate that wheel-rolling outperforms the other mobility modes, however all uphill wheelrolling trials were terminated when forward progression due
to slip failed. Energy efficiency data for these trials was only
taken from the beginning of the traverse when the slope was
25-30◦ .

From traverses at both site 1A and 1D it is observed that
wheel-rolling with actively articulated suspension activated
is on average 10 kJ/m more expensive than wheel-rolling
without actively articulated suspension activated. Both of
these mobility modes were also the most reliable given that
they took the least amount of time to traverse a terrain and
had the least likelihood of a failure during a traverse.

Wheel slip was caused by lack of traction at the turning
wheels. It is hypothesized that with an increased density of
micro-spikes on the mesh wheels, shown in Figure 2, that
wheel-rolling would be less susceptible to these inclines. In
the current wheel configuration however, inchworming and
wheel-walking were demonstrably more effective on significant inclines.

The power plot presented in Figure 8 shows that wheelrolling without actively articulated suspension has almost half
the power consumption of both wheel-rolling with actively
articulated suspension and inchworming. This would indicate that, if feasible, driving with no actively articulated
suspension is preferable to driving with actively articulated
suspension. Wheel-walking has on average three quarters
the power usage of wheel-rolling with active suspension and

The major takeaway from the trials at the first three traverse
sites is that wheel-rolling is the most energy efficient mode
when traversing non-deformable flat icy terrain with relatively benign slopes. It was shown at the fourth site (1D)
that wheel-rolling does not progress forward at or above a
35◦ incline on flat non-deformable icy terrain. Inchowrming
and wheel-rolling continue to progress forward on this type
of terrain however.

Figure 8: The mean energy power usage for each of the trials
performed at each of the traverse sites. Squares indicate a traverse
on flat terrain, an upwards pointing triangle is a traverse uphill, and
a downwards pointing triangle is a traverse downhill. “NAS” means
no active suspension.
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Experiment 2 - Mode Switching and Long Traverse
Experiment 2 serves to demonstrate how mode switching may
be beneficial in extracting a mobile robot from being stuck.
Additionally, the experiment demonstrates a long traverse
over variable roughness and sloped terrain, similar to what
would be necessary during a hypothetical tal (Europa day).
Site 2A was selected to expose the efficacy of mobility mode
switching. As shown in Figure 9(a), there are two fissures
along the 10 m traverse. Each fissure is approximately 1.5
RoboSimian wheel diameters (50 cm) in height. During
the successful 2A wheel-rolling trial highlighted in Table 1,
RoboSimian drove forward into the fissure with active suspension on. The front two wheels successfully traversed
into and out of the first fissure. The back two wheels got
stuck at the base of this fissure, resulting in continuous wheel
slip on all four wheels. Upon observing this wheel slip the
operator proceeded to instruct a mobility mode switch to
wheel-walking. After one complete wheel-walking gait cycle
the robot remained stuck in the fissure. Next, an inchworming
gait cycle was instructed. This gait cycle began with a back
wheel-pair retraction given that the wheel-walking mode had
ended with the chassis positioned closer to the front wheels
than the back wheels. This back wheel-pair retraction motion
pulled the two back wheels out of the fissure. The robot
was then instructed to continue driving forward with active
suspension on, proceeding to complete its traverse.

Figure 10: The vertical position of the end-effector frame fore each
limb relative to the rover frame, pR
EEi ,z , versus traverse time.

workspace limits were reached. This was due to the terrain
height difference between contact points being too great. It
was observed in this latter part of the traverse that side slip
increased, most likely due to reduced traction at the endeffector frames that had marginal contact with the terrain due
to workspace limit saturation. Even though these increased
slip was observed, forward progression continued and the
robot was able to complete its traverse. The terrain driven
over in the latter half of the first traverse is representative of
terrain that is at the limit or just over RoboSimian’s actively
articulated suspension capabilities.

This sequence of events highlighted a promising future mobility control strategy. By having its centre-of-mass closer
to the front wheels (the wheels with favorable wheel/surface
contact conditions) the robot was able to generate more traction than when its centre-of-mass was equidistant to all wheel
contacts. We hypothesize that developing a mobility controller for wheel-rolling that moves the centre-of-mass of the
robot towards wheels with better traction conditions would
be effective in improving mobility over very rough terrain
as highlighted in site 2A. The strategy of mode switching to
extract wheels out of stuck situations is reasonable assuming
that mode switching improves traction. In the case of the
switch to wheel-walking, mode switching did not extract the
back wheels from the fissure. This was due to the majority
of the robot’s load being positioned closer to the back wheels
when the wheels back wheels were moved forward. Mode
switching to inchworming worked given that the centre-ofmass was over the front wheel-pair when the back wheels
were moved forward.

Experiment 3 - In-Situ Ice Sampling and Handling
Experiment 3 demonstrated the operations of the in-situ ice
core sampling system attached to the back of RoboSimian. A
total of four separate drilling attempts were made to extract
an ice core. The first three attempts failed to extract a core,
while the fourth and final attempt successfully extracted a
core and deposited it inside the collection cup (as shown in
Figure 11. In the first two attempts the RoboSimian mobility
system offloaded the ice screw and the screw drilled into
the ice, however the ice core fell out of the screw as it was
being lifted off the ground. In the third attempt the topology
of the terrain being lowered onto resulted in the belly of
RoboSimian hitting the terrain before the sampling system.
During the fourth attempt it is theorized that the ice screw had
now been cooled sufficiently by repeated drilling attempts,
and was therefore able to retain the ice core inside itself.
After the collection cup driven to a position underneath the
core’s opening, the screw was heated and the ice core was
successfully deposited into the collection cup. After further
heating of the ice core while inside the collection cup, the
now liquid water was pumped out of the collection cup back
onto the ice. In future operations this pumping procedure will
deposit the liquid water in an on-board analysis experiment.

Site 2B (shown in Figure 9(b)) was selected to provide a
traverse length around 20 m in length over varied types of
terrain. It was chosen to demonstrate the significant terrain
roughness that the actively articulated suspension coupled
with wheel-driving is capable of traversing. Additionally,
the terrain length was selected as an ambitious drive for a
day’s worth of operations. An ambitious drive is one that
exceeds the range of a terrain model generated from typical
mobile robot exteroceptive sensing at the robot’s initial position. Additionally, a 20 m drive is just under the maximum
RoboSimian tether length available.

6. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Empirical and qualitative results are presented to evaluate
wheeled mobility on glacial ice analogous to Europa terrain. The 32 degree-of-freedom RoboSimian wheel-on-limb
robotic quadruped is used to to trial three separate mobility
modes on terrain with different slopes and different degrees
of local height variation. Mobility mode energy efficiencies
are compared in the form of energy expended per distance
travelled. Additionally, local terrain roughness, slope, and
traverse distance mobility limitations are studied.

Two wheel-rolling trials with active suspension activated
were conducted at Site 2B. The first traverse was 17.9 m,
while the second was 23.8 m. Both trials exercised the full
0.5 m vertical displacement available within the workspace
of each limb-end-point. Figure 10 shows the position of the
limb 1 end-effector coordinate frame during the first traverse.
It is observed in this trial that there were multiple occasions
during the second half of the traverse where the end-effector
7
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